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A
s a nanoscale framework offering a
tunable direct bandgap and high
electron mobility, III�V compound

semiconductor nanowires are the subject
of significant research interest for both de-
vice application and fundamental physical
study.Most commonly grownby the vapor�
liquid�solid (VLS) mechanism, the success-
ful demonstration of nanowire-based struc-
tures such as photovoltaic cells,1�4 photo-
detectors,5,6 lasers,7 tunnel diodes,8,9 and
transistors,10,11 has benefited from ongoing
efforts to optimize material quality with a
particular emphasis on planar defects and
the related concept of crystal phase con-
trol.12,13 Representing considerable nov-
elty, periodic arrangements of twin planes
termed twinning superlattices (TSL) have
now been reported for a variety of III�V
NW systems including InAs,14�18 InP,19�21

GaP,22 and horizontally growing GaAs23

with similar reports for other semiconduc-
tor materials including Zn3P2,

17,24 ZnTe,25

ZnSe,26�28 ZnS,29 ZnSnO4,
30 ZnO,31 and

SiC.32 Beyond potential for fundamental in-
sight into the growth process,22 periodic
twinning has been predicted to introduce

electronic miniband structure, which may
be useful for bandgap engineering, as well
as direct intersubbandoptical transitions.33�38

A reduction in thermal conductivity, which
has been both modeled39�41 and demon-
strated,42 holds further interest for thermo-
electric application, while increased me-
chanical strength has been reported for
twinned metallic nanowires43,44

Periodic twin plane formation in III�V
nanowires has been widely reported to be
promoted by zinc doping.3,19,20,22,23,45 In
their pioneering work on twinning super-
lattice formation in InP nanowires, Algra
et al.19 discussed several possible actions
of this impurity. Taking both the results of
modeling and the observation that zinc
addition did not affect nanowire diameter,
the authors suggested the most signifi-
cant role of zinc was in reordering the
Au-nanowire interface. Working again
with InP nanowires, Wallentin et al.46 have
contrastingly reported a systematic in-
crease in contact angle with increased
zinc flow, explaining the discrepancy be-
tween works with reference to differing
reactor cooling rates. Assuming a constant
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ABSTRACT Semiconductor nanowires have proven a versatile

platform for the realization of novel structures unachievable by

traditional planar epitaxy techniques. Among these, the periodic

arrangement of twin planes to form twinning superlattice structures

has generated particular interest. Here we demonstrate twinning

superlattice formation in GaAs nanowires and investigate the diameter

dependence of both morphology and twin plane spacing. An approxi-

mately linear relationship is found between plane spacing and

nanowire diameter, which contrasts with previous results reported

for both InP and GaP. Through modeling, we relate this to both the higher twin plane surface energy of GaAs coupled with the lower supersaturation relevant to

Au seeded GaAs nanowire growth. Understanding and modeling the mechanism of twinning superlattice formation in III�V nanowires not only provides

fundamental insight into the growth process, but also opens the door to the possibility of tailoring twin spacing for various electronic and mechanical applications.
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solid vapor surface energy, zinc addition was related to
an increase in the ratio between the liquid solid and
liquid vapor surface energies.
In this study, we demonstrate vertically freestand-

ing GaAs twinning superlattice structures grown by
MOVPE using zinc as an enabler (see Methods for full
details). We discuss nanowire morphology for a
range of diameters and report a strong correlation
between diameter and superlattice period. Qualitative

difference between the relationship found here and
that reported previously for GaP and InP is explained
with reference to expected differences in chemical
potential and relevant surface energies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of varying colloid treatments from the
same MOVPE growth run which contrast relatively low
density nanowire samples on the left (Figure 1a�c)
with visibly higher density samples to the right
(Figure 1b�d). The insets presented are magnified
views of selected nanowire tips with those in the top
row (Figure 1a,b) being approximately 50 nm in
diameter and those at the bottom (Figure 1c,d),
100 nm. Of immediate note is a periodic oscillation in
sidewall facet orientation with the period of oscillation
increasing with increasing nanowire diameter. Impor-
tantly, this period of oscillation appears unaffected by
nanowire density with the low density samples to the
left (Figure 1a�c) closely resembling the higher den-
sity samples to the right (Figure 1a�c) despite a factor
of approximately four difference in total length and
therefore growth rate.
The origin of this periodic oscillation in sidewall

faceting is explored in Figure 2. Figure 2a presents a
Æ110æ zone axis bright field transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image of a typical GaAs nanowire
where the normals to each of the side facets observed

Figure 1. General nanowire morphology showing variation
with both nanowire diameter and density: Each SEM image
and corresponding inset show the same magnification
where the sample substrate is tilted 45� relative to the
incident electron beam; (a) Areal density of 0.21 nano-
wires/μm2, where inset magnifies an approximately 50 nm
diameter nanowire; (b) Areal density of 7.2 nanowires/μm2,
where inset magnifies an approximately 50 nm diameter
nanowire; (c) Areal density of 0.09 nanowires/μm2, where
inset magnifies an approximately 100 nm diameter nano-
wire; (d) Areal density of 7.2 nanowires/μm2, where inset
magnifies an approximately 100 nm diameter nanowire.

Figure 2. Explorationof the twinning superlattice structure:
(a) [110] zone axis bright field TEM imagewith facet normals
shown for two adjoining facets. The subscript T indicates
that the second direction arises as a result of crystalline
twinning; (b) indexed electron diffraction pattern corre-
sponding to the image shown in (a) where the facet normals
may be clearly identified as [111] and [111]T; (c) an ortho-
gonal projection of the samemodel viewed along the [110]
zone axis; (d) an atomic model of the twinning superlattice
structure in arbitrary perspective illustrating the alternating
polarity of adjoining facets.
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along one sidewall profile are labeled. Indexing the
corresponding zincblende selected area diffraction
pattern (Figure 2b), where polarity has been inferred
from the known substrate orientation,47,48 enables
these sidewall facets to be identified as belonging to
the {111} family with each arising from a different
crystal orientation due to rotational twinning along the
Æ111æ growth direction. Linking this with the clear
periodicity in contrast observed along the growth
direction in Figure 2a, the observed structures are thus
analogous to the twinning superlattices reported pre-
viously for other III�V nanowire material systems and
growth geometries.15,19,22 An atomic model of this
structure shown both in orthogonal projection along
the [110] zone axis (Figure 2c) and an arbitrary per-
spective (Figure 2d) additionally illustrates the alter-
nating polarity of adjoining facets in this structure.
Being polar and nonparallel to the growth direction,

{111} oriented sidewalls define a constantly varying
nanowire cross section that tends toward triangular as

the sidewall of one polarity type grows in area at the
expense of the adjoining facets of opposite polarity.
Insertion of a rotational twin reverses facet polarity at
the twin plane allowing for continuation of growth to
produce the well reported truncated octahedron
geometry.49,50 Where the probability of twin formation
is low such that it only occurs for a given distortion of
the nanowire cross section away from its equilibrium
hexagonal shape, periodic twin formation may be
expected along the growth direction.15,19

Ascending in diameter from left to right, Figure 3
presents SEM (Figure 3a�e) and TEM (Figures 3f�j)
images of nanowires seeded by each of the various
colloid sizes employed in this work. The distinct di-
ameter dependence of the twin spacing is again appa-
rent in both the sidewall faceting where visible and
the contrast variation of TEM images along the growth
direction. Beyond this periodic twinning the most
striking feature observed is a systematic increase in
nanowire length with increasing nanowire diameter.

Figure 3. General morphology of the obtained GaAs twinning superlattice structures: Top row presents SEM images for each
of the Au colloid diameters, (a) 10, (b) 30, (c) 50, (d) 100, and (e) 250 nm taken at a constant magnification with the sample
substrate tilted 45� relative to the incident electron beam. Bottom row presents bright field TEM for each of the Au colloid
diameters, (f) 10, (g) 30, (h) 50, (i) 100, and (j) 250 nm from representative nanowires taken along the Æ110æ zone axis again at a
constant magnification. Inset to (j) is a magnified view of the sidewall that demonstrates how the convex meeting point of
facets (white arrow) appears below the twin planewith the concavemeeting of facets (black arrow) appears at the twin plane.
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Variation in nanowire length and therefore growth rate
with areal density has already been noted in Figure 1
and is a well-established concept in the nanowire
literature.51 Authors often relate the group III diffusion
length to the concept of a “collection area” around the
base of the nanowires with effective competition
occurring between individual nanowires when these
collection areas overlap.52,53 Where nanowire density
is reduced,material supply to each individual nanowire
is increased which in turn increases the growth rate to
ultimately produce longer nanowires as may be ob-
servedmoving between Figure 3c and d (see Figure S1
in the Supporting Information for lower magnification
images). In the limit where the separation of the nano-
wires exceeds the effectivegroup III diffusion length, the
growth rate becomes decoupled from further reduc-
tions in density53 and the nanowire length remains
constant as is observed comparing Figure 3d and e.
Additional to the effect of density, the growth rate

may also be a function of the nanowire diameter,
where the Gibbs Thompson effect is significant in
reducing the effective supersaturation of smaller diam-
eter nanowires.51,54�56 That such an effect was sig-
nificant here may be appreciated by comparing the
length of the smallest diameter nanowires (Figure 3a)
with those of slightly larger diameter (Figure 3b).
Large variation in length is furthermore noted within
Figure 3a itself with pyramidal structures apparent
where the Au diameter was barely above the diameter
threshold for growth. We also observed pits containing

spots of lighter contrast where the Au diameter was
below this threshold (Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information shows one such pit).
Turning now to the TEM images shown in

Figure 3f�j, a region of randomly twinned zincblende
is observed directly below the seed particles of both
the larger diameter growths. Similar regions were
observed for all nanowires excepting those of smallest
diameter (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information
presents TEM images acquired at a higher resolution)
and have been linked in other systems to the changes
in material supply with the termination of growth on
cool down.12,13 Also of note is the large increase
evident in nanowire tapering with reduction in Au
seed size. While radial overgrowth is expected to be
a complex function of factors such as nanowire geo-
metry and density, measurement of the difference
between base and tip diameters reveals a relatively
constant radial growth rate across nanowire diameters.
The difference in tapering may thus be related in the
first instance to the reduced axial growth rate of the
smaller diameter nanowires leading to a reduced ratio
of axial to radial growth.
Though radial overgrowth has mostly obscured the

original {111} facets of the smaller diameter nano-
wires, careful examination of the larger diameter
structures seen in Figure 3i,j reveals an asymmetry
between the location of the twin planes and the
apparent intersection of the sidewall facets. In parti-
cular, where the intersection of the sidewall facets is

Figure 4. Investigation of sidewall growth: (a) Æ110æ zone axis HRTEM image of an approximately 30 nm diameter nanowire.
Twin plane locations are marked with solid dark gray lines (blue online) while dashed light gray (yellow online) and dashed
dotted medium gray lines (orange online) show expected {111}A and {111}B sidewall projections, respectively; (b, c)
magnified views of (a) where expected sidewall projections are again shown. Regions of the sidewall strongly deviating from
the expected {111}B orientation are highlighted with dark gray square braces (red online); (d) Plot of the number of {111}
bilayers difference between the expected sidewall profile and the actual sidewall.
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convex it is seen to appear below the nearest twin
plane, but where the intersection is concave it appears
on or very close to the line of the twin plane. Similar
patterns of radial overgrowth are apparent in previous
reports of III�V twinning superlattice structures,15,16,22

while asymmetry in radial overgrowth leading to the
{111}A facets having a larger area than the {111}B
facets has been noted for both InAs crystal phase
superlattices57 and pseudoperiodic InAs(1�x)Sbx twin-
ning superlattices.58

The asymmetry of radial overgrowth is investigated
in Figure 4 by overlaying the expected {111} sidewall
projection onto a HRTEM image of the observed side-
wall. This line construction represents ideal {111}
faceting and illustrates the expected sidewall position
prior to radial overgrowth with the offset between it
and the actual sidewall (Figure 2a) being representa-
tive of tapering due to radial overgrowth.
Taking a magnified view from close to the Au

nanoparticle but outside the neck region, Figure 4b
compares the actual sidewall profile of three twin
segments with that expected for {111} faceting. While
the sidewall profile of the middle segment closely
resembles an expected {111}A orientation, those of
the outer two segments show significant devia-
tion from {111}B. Radial overgrowth appears to have
transformed the sidewall profile of both these seg-
ments, with two different orientations clearly visible.
Whereas the right-hand side of each segment
(opposite the direction of growth) retains an orienta-
tion close to {111}B the left-hand side appears close to
horizontal in the figure. Counting {111} planes it is

apparent that this new sidewall orientation arises from
the incomplete extension of {111} planes from the
right-hand twin boundary to the left. A similar geome-
try is evident with further radial overgrowth, as shown
in Figure 4c, though the angle formed by this incom-
plete extension of planes appears somewhat variable
(the distribution of sidewall orientations formed by
radial overgrowth on {111}B facets is presented for
various nanowire diameters in Figure S4 of the Sup-
porting Information).
Figure 4d illustrates the above observations by

plotting the number of {111} planes from the ex-
pected {111} sidewall profile constructed to that of
the actual sidewall observed by HRTEM. Steps in this
plot represent the origin or termination of {111}
bilayers with the gradient, or more specifically the
deviation from horizontal, being representative of
deviation from a {111} sidewall orientation. An overall
increase in the number of counted planes and the
related net positive gradient may furthermore be
considered indicative of material added through radial
overgrowth. This increase is further observed to be
pseudoperiodic with a greater number of overgrowth
layers at each concave intersection of facets relative to
the convex intersection below. Vu et al.20 have pre-
viously suggested that radial growth rate is higher at
these concave intersections due to the re-entrant
geometry.
Returning to Figure 4d and examining the behavior

of each segment type in turn, it is first noted that
the {111}A sections of the graph exhibit a low density
of steps in agreement with the close to expected

Figure 5. Plot of nanowire twinning superlattice average twin plane spacing as a function of nanowire diameterwhere results
from each of the different colloid treatments are shown in differing colors. The error in diameter is defined as 10% for
diameters of less than 150 nm and 5% for values greater than this. Variability in segment length is demonstrated by (1
standard deviation from average. All lines are generated by eq 2, with the dashed line being a fit to the current data and the
dotted and dash-dotted lines being representative fits for GaP17 and InP19, respectively, from previous publications.
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orientation already discussed. These steps are further-
more universally related to the termination of {111}
bilayers. Such observations contrast with the {111}B
sections where a high density of steps is related to the
origin of overgrowth planes. Unlike the generally uni-
form distribution of steps observed for the {111}A
segments, there is furthermore a tendency for steps
on the {111}B sections to be found more toward the
left-hand side of these sections (the direction of
growth). It is this grouping of stepswhich is responsible
for the apparent change in sidewall orientation and the
related asymmetry at the convex intersection of facets.
Taken together, these observations are suggestive in

the first instance of an energetic instability to the
{111}B as terminated facets under the current growth
conditions. While contrasting with previous reports for
{112} faceting,59 detailed DFT calculations60 suggest
such an analysis would not be unreasonable given the
significantly lower V/III ratio used in this work. Over-
growth morphology is, however, not only a function
the various surface energies but also the total surface
area generated. Interpretation is furthermore compli-
cated by the three-dimensional nature of radial over-
growth, with recent work highlighting the potential
complexity of such processes.61,62 Finally, we note that
a complete transformation of facet orientation toward
{110} has been reported for InAs21 and InP20 twinning
superlattice structures as well as regions of pseudoper-
iodic twinning in InAs(1�x)Sbx

58 nanowires.
Understanding the influence of various growth

parameters on the twinning superlattice period is key
to tailoring this spacing for various applications and
thus realizing its full potential. Shown in Figure 5 is a
plot of superlattice period as a function of nanowire tip
diameter, with data from each different colloid treat-
ment shown. Consistent results are noted for those
diameters where the different treatments overlap de-
spite differences in density and nanowire length. This
confirms in a quantitative manner what was originally
observed from Figure 1, that density and growth rate
do not significantly affect twin spacing.
The apparent linearity of the result presented in

Figure 5 is similar to that reported for ZnSe twinning
superlattice nanowires,26 but differs from the clearly
nonlinear trends reported for other III�V materials,
namely InAs,15 InP,19 and GaP.22 Most authors have
interpreted this relationship as a balance between the
energy required for twin formation and the increased
droplet surface energy inherent to deviation from the
equilibrium cross sectional shape with the latter being
geometrically similar for a given ratio of twin spacing to
diameter. For sawtooth faceting in Si nanowires where
twinning is absent, Ross et al.63 equated a barrier to
edge creation with the difference in free energy per
unit length of growth for two different nonvertical
sidewall facet orientations. Facet orientation was con-
sidered to change where this difference exceeded the

barrier to edge creation giving a linear relationship
between facet period and nanowire diameter. A similar
total energy approach was also described by Shim
et al.64 for periodic twinning in SiC nanowires. The
linear relationship between twin spacing and nanowire
diameter so derived was well matched experimentally
and allowed the authors to calculate a dynamic varia-
tion of less than 1� in contact angle during growth.
Taking a conceptually different route in order to

describe the nonlinear relationship between diameter
and twin spacing found first for InP and thenGaP, Algra
et al.19,22 instead considered individual nucleation
events. Relative nucleation probabilities were deter-
mined by finding the free energy difference between a
facet conserving nucleus and its twin. For the point at
which nucleation of either orientation is equally prob-
able, a linear relationship was again derived;

Hc =
b

h

γT
γLV sinδ0

Γ

Δμ

� �
3D (1)

with Hc being the axial distance from the point where
the nanowire cross section is hexagonal,Γ= γSLþ 1/6 3
[γSV � γSV cos(δ0)] the effective interfacial energy
barrier to nucleus formation, γT, γSL, γSV, and γLV the
surface energies per unit area of a twin plane, the solid
liquid, solid vapor, and liquid vapor interfaces, respec-
tively, Δμ is the supersaturation in the Au seed, as
defined by the difference in chemical potential be-
tween III�V pairs in solution relative to those in the
solid, δ0 is the angle of the droplet with respect to a
{111}B facet at a hexagonal cross section (preferred
nucleation sites have recently been analyzed for this
geometry by Liu et al.65), h is the planar bilayer spacing
in the Æ111æ direction, D is the nanowire diameter, and
b is a geometrical constant previously calculated to be
1.16.22 (A schematic illustration of the geometry and
parameters considered is provided in Figure S5 of the
Supporting Information. The full derivation of Hc is
discussed in section S6 of the Supporting Information.)
The length Hc may be considered something of a

balance between an increasingly unfavorable contact
angle due to the distortion of the seed particle and the
energetic barrier to twin formation. As the distortion of
the seed particle will be an increasing function of Hc, it
is perhaps intuitive that an increased resistance to this
distortion, γLV, will reduce Hc, while an increased
barrier to twin formation, γT, will increase it. The barrier
to twin formation is furthermore not only a function of
γT, but also the interfacial area between nanowire and
nucleus. As Γ will act to increase and Δμ reduce the
critical nucleus size,49,66 an increase in their ratio,Γ/Δμ,
will also act to increase the barrier to twin formation,
reducing the expected value of Hc.
While Hc gives the point beyond which twin forma-

tion is energetically more favorable for an individual
nucleation event, the axial distance between twin
planes is ultimately the product of multiple nucleation
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events. Algra et al.19,22 found a good fit to their non-
linear experimental result by calculating the most
probable number of uninterrupted facet conserv-
ing nucleation events ending in a twin, the total seg-
ment length Hs being less than two times the critical
distance Hc;

Hs ¼ 2Hc 1þ 1
Δ

� �
ln 1� exp

�Δ

Hc=h

� �" #( )
(2)

Δ ¼ c2

kBT
γT

Γ

Δμ

� �2

(3)

where kB and T have their usual meanings and c is
another geometrical constant previously defined as
1.98.22 Carefully examining eq 2, it is apparent that the
relationship between twinning superlattice segment
length Hs and nanowire diameter D will follow the
linear relationship found for Hc more closely as Δ

increases. Linear behavior may thus be expected
where the barrier to twin formation is high, as Δ is by
definition directly proportional to this barrier for a
hexagonal cross section.19 Inspecting eq 3, this barrier
is further observed to be the product of both the twin
plane surface energy, γT, and the term (Γ/Δμ)2, which
has been shown to be proportional to the interfacial
area between nanowire and nucleus, where the nano-
wire cross section is hexagonal.49 (The variation ofHs as
a function of several physical parameters is graphed in
Figure S6 of the Supporting Information. The behavior
so observed gives an indication of how the relationship
between twin spacing and nanowire diameter may be
expected to change with varying growth conditions.)
With a significant barrier to twin formation, Δ, the

probability of a twin or facet changing nucleation
event is reduced and the likelihood of an uninterrupted
sequence of facet conserving nuclei approaching the
length Hs predicted through energetics is increased. In
the case of GaAs, the twin plane formation energy has
been reported67 as 2.75 � 10�2 J/m2, which is higher
than the corresponding values of 2.10� 10�2 J/m2 and
9.00� 10�3 J/m2 reported for GaP67 and InP,67 respec-
tively. Turning toΓ, the dominating contribution to this
term is γSL, which for Au on planar GaAs can be
approximated by γSV.

19,66 For GaAs, γSV of a {111}B
surface under relatively low V/III ratios has been
calculated60 to be 1.11 J/m2, which is again higher
than the values of 0.96 and 0.8 J/m2 reported for GaP22

and InP,19,68 respectively. With higher surface energies
related to both twin plane formation and the genera-
tion of solid�liquid interface, it may be thus expected
that, as observed experimentally, the relationship be-
tween twin spacing and nanowire diameter will better
approximate the linear behavior found for Hs in GaAs
relative to both GaP and InP.
Returning to Figure 5, a fit of eq 2 to the data in this

work is shown where the above values for GaAs have

been used in conjunction with the value of γLV calcu-
lated by Algra et al.22 for a trimethylgallium partial
pressure most closely matching our own. The values of
the remaining parameters that give the best fit are δ0 =
17� andΔμ = 191meV per pair. The first of these values
is only 10� larger than the value extracted for GaP by
similar means,22 while the second fit parameter, super-
saturation, is significantly lower than that found for
GaP in the same work.22 The latter trend corresponds
well with the work of Glas69 who has previously
employed chemical thermodynamics to calculate the
supersaturation relevant to Au seeded GaP nanowire
growth as being higher than that for Au seeded GaAs
nanowire growth at the same temperature and seed
particle composition (Au, Ga, group V element). Where
growth temperature was raised, as is the case for this
work relative to the previous reports of twinning
superlattice formation in both GaP and InP, the calcu-
lated supersaturationwas furthermore also found to be
lowered. Taking the value of supersaturation found
here by fitting, the calculations of Glas69 suggest that
the Ga content of the Au alloy was between 40 and
60% during growth, a range similar to that reported
and calculated in other work.70�73

In making the above fit, we have implicitly assumed
a constant supersaturation Δμ across all samples. This
is perhaps counterintuitive given the differences in
growth rate observed from Figure 1. Nucleation prob-
ability is however well-known to be an exponential
function of liquid phase supersaturation74�76 (see sec-
tion S8 of the Supporting Information for the form of
this relationship). Where the growth of each bilayer
proceeds from a single nucleation event and super-
saturation is approximated to be constant, the overall
nanowire growth rate becomes proportional to this
nucleation rate.74 In such a regime, only a small change
in supersaturation is required to generate the observed
change in growth rate, thus rendering any related
change in superlattice period likely within the error
bounds of this work. Alternatively, where supersatura-
tion is considered to periodically fluctuate, as empha-
sized by small nanowire diameters or low reactant
solubility, the strong exponential dependence of nu-
cleation probability effectively defines a constant
supersaturation for which nucleation is expected.75,76

We further note thatΔμ has previously been calculated
to be only a weak function of gallium supply rate and
thus growth rate for GaP twinning superlattice growth
under similar reactor conditions.22 Such a scenario ex-
plains our initial observation that the twinning superlattice
period is unaffected by density and related growth rate.
Returning to the given equations, it has been noted

thatΔμ acts to reduce the critical nucleus size and thus
appears in the denominator of both eqs 1 and 3. As
such, it may be appreciated that the decreased super-
saturation value of GaAs in comparison toGaPworks to
increase both twin spacing and the linearity of the
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spacing versus diameter relationship. This qualitative
difference in behavior is illustrated in Figure 5 where
previous fits of eq 2 to both GaP22 and InP19 twinning
superlattice structures are shown for comparison. The
higher twin plane, surface and interfacial energies re-
levant to GaAs nanowire growth coupled with relatively
low chemical potential all act to generate a significant
difference in superlattice period at larger diameter.
Although the relationship between diameter and twin
spacing found for GaAs is almost exactly linear, we note
that the model presented here (eqs 1�3) provides an
even better fit to the experimental data (see Supporting
Information, section S9) in addition to describing the
differences in behavior between material systems.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated twinning
superlattice formation in vertically standing GaAs
nanowires. Studying nanowire morphology across a
range of diameters and densities, we have shown
that under the current growth conditions, twin plane

spacing and, by implication, supersaturation are not
strong functions of nanowire areal density. A polarity
dependence to radial overgrowth has also been noted
with the orientation of expected {111}B facets being
seen to be altered in a specific fashion. Whereas
previous studies of periodic twinning in InP19 and
GaP22 found a nonlinear relationship between twin
spacing and nanowire diameter, we find an approxi-
mately linear relationship. Taking the model used to fit
these previous nonlinear results, we have shown how
the higher twin plane and surface energies of GaAs
coupled with lower chemical potential may act to
generate this behavior. Beyond growth parameter
tuning, the model also provides an indirect measure
of some fundamental physical parameters affecting
nanowire growth and a method to assess the effect of
various growth conditions, such as doping, on these
parameters. The availability of such a model provides a
useful tool for the future investigation of the novel
electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties pre-
dicted to arise from periodic twinning.

METHODS

Nanowires were grown via horizontal flow metalorganic
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) utilizing an Aixtron 200/4 reactor
operating at a pressure of 100 mbar and a flow of 15 standard
L/min.77 A growth temperature of 575 �C was used in conjunc-
tion with AsH3 and trimethylgallium (TMG) molar fractions of
1.43� 10�5 and 1.04� 10�5, respectively, to give a V/III ratio of
approximately 1.4. Growth time was 60 min, including a 2 min
nucleation window before the introduction of diethylzinc
(DEZn) at a molar fraction of 1.4 � 10�4 to generate the TSL
structure. Following termination of TMG and DEZn flows, AsH3

flow was maintained until the reactor reached a temperature of
350 �C. Growth was conducted on semi-insulating GaAs(111)B
substrates which had been individually treated with various
concentrations of 10, 30, 50, 100, and 250 nm colloidal Au
solutions (Ted Pella, Inc.). Subsequent investigation by both
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was performed utilizing a FEI Helios 600
NanoLab Dualbeam (FIB/SEM) operated at 10 kV and a Phillips
CM300 TEM operated at 300 kV, respectively. Samples for TEM
investigation were prepared bymechanical dispersion on holey
carbon copper grids.
Most data points in Figure 5 were obtained from SEM images

where the error for diameter measurement has been
conservatively estimated at (10% for diameters less than
150 nm and (5% for diameters greater than this. Systematic
error is expected in SEM calibration but assuming good
astigmatism correction, error should cancel in the ratio of
superlattice period to diameter. As may be expected
there was some dispersion in superlattice period (Figure S7
of the Supporting Information, section S10, presents the
measured distributions for various diameter nanowires) and
the error bars shown equate to one standard deviation from
average.
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